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RECTILINEAR ASYMPTOTES. 

By PROF. E. B. SMITH, Richmond, Va. 

I. THE radius-vector from the origin to a point at infinity is parallel to the 
asymptote containing that point. Hence, if from the equation to any such 
radius, y /1x, we substitute for y in the algebraic equation to a curve, f (x, y) 
- o, and from f (x, ax) o ascertain a value ,i, corresponding to x - , we 
obtain the inclination of the asymptote to the x-axis. 

2. The intercept of the asymptote on the y-axis is equal to the difference ,9 
between the ordinate of the asymptote and that of the radius-vector y , x, 
for any common abscissa. Or, as ;9 -,x -ict x, 

da /n /Ite -uc 
( 

when 
x A 

since in y, y -lix is the ordinate of the curve which becomes the ordinate of 
the asymptote when the abscissa becomes infinite. Thus, the equation to the 
asymptote is y - px) x + tax) . 

3. It is obvious that no terms in f under the highest or n0 degree enter 
into the determination of finite values of fi. If there be infinite values, that is, 
if there be asymptotes parallel to the y-axis, these can be found by inspection 
of the co-efficient of the highest powers of 3! in A. 

4. If f be rational, since only finite values of j3., are possible for a finite 
asymptote not parallel to the y-axis, in the investigation of these, besides the 
terms of the n"' degree in C (x, /1x) only those of the (i - 1)'it degree are in- 

volved. Let these terms be respectively x'ftt and x 'f1a; then ,__ 

fil +-f1-i + 1, f2=o, and Iu is found from f -o and j =- __f 

5. If the coefficients of the terms of the txvo highest degrees in y be none of 
them zero except that of x", one value of a is o and a line parallel to the 
x-axis is an asymptote. If, at the same time, f, has , for a factor, that is, if C 

has no pure x term of the degree ? - I, then j3x, o, and the x-axis is itself 
the asymptote. The conditions for this result are then, the absence only of the 
pure .x terms of the two highest degrees in A. If, also, when ;z is not less than 
4, the two lowest powers of x (namely, the first and the zero power) be 
wanting, the x-axis is also a tangent, and thus a tangent and an asymptote coin- 
cide. If n -3, the cubic consists of a conic and the r-axis, and the latter may 
be regarded as the limiting, form of a coincident tangent and asymptote. 

6. If f be a homogeneous n'" the origin will be a multiple point of the order 
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A, and the different values of pe will each be the same for every value of x, and 
hence the equation is that of a system of n right lines through the origin, each 
of which.may be considered the final form of a coinciding tangent and asymptote. 

7. The general condition for such a coincidence may be thus stated: 
If y x f iDX+ is a tangent to o (Xy) o, at x k, then Q (x,y)- 

(y- - - +o (- - x-k+ (X k)2 (2 o, and therefore (x-k)2 (2 ?z, or the 
remainder on division of by y -lc4 X -,, equated to zero, will yield the 
abscissa of contact as one of a pair of equal roots. 

[It should be observed, with reference to article 4, that, if fX- o have equal 
df ilb hn-t- t roots, Will be - when "i 

O In this case there will be no asymptote at 

a finite distance unless f1 is then also o. In that case i30o will be determined 

from the relation 9,, dlim 2f[2, [ Poo, and so on. 

Again, with reference to article 7, it is to be noted that y -., x - o- o 
is tangent to y5 at r k; but it will not be also an asymptote unless 2 is three 

degrees lower than o1, for the limit of the ratio (x -k)2 , [x- ], can not 

otherwise be zero.-ED.] 

CONSTRUCTION OF PERSPECTIVE PROJECTIONS. 

By PROF. WM. M. THORNTON, University of Virginia. 

THE common experience of draftsmen as to' the laboriousness and tedious- 
ness of the ordinary processes for the construction of perspective projections 
has induced geometers to introduce numerous improvements into these pro- 
cesses. The objects aimed at in these improvements have been the reduction of 
the amount of purely constructive drawving, which in the ordinary processes 
largely exceeds that which appears in the net result or picture; the restriction 
of this constructive work to a narrower space, with a view to the enlargement of 
the picture which could be constructed on a given sheet; and the increase of ac- 
curacy in the determination of the outermost points of the figure, which owing 
to the obliquity of the intersections frequently left much to be desired. The 
improvements have been effected by using plans and elevations constructed on 
different sheets from that which was to contain the picture; and by employing 
different scales for the various sets of lines used in the construction, so as to. 
dispense with the employment of remote vanishing points. The works of Ad- 
hemar exhibit these improved methods in perhaps their best form. 

The process explained in this note is that which I habitually expound to 
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